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Mike Clayton
A business speaker, project manager
and author

A passion for making things simple

Everything should be
made as simple as
possible, but no simpler.

I focus on project management, risk
management and the management
of change, along with the kind of
personal and business skills I have
needed throughout my career, to
deliver these to my clients. I am an
expert on project management and
getting things done.
I have spent the last twenty years
studying and learning this material
and nothing gives me more pleasure
than sharing it with live audiences.
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Shift Happens!
What every organisation must know about managing project risk
Synopsis
Risk is an inevitable part of projects – it flows from their very definition. Hear Mike
explain clearly and simply how you can anticipate and manage risk effectively, using
Mike’s simple “it’s the key to everything” four step method. Learn how to bring the
methodology of risk management to life, to create better and more predictable
outcomes and avoid failure in your business projects.

Who this keynote is designed for
Two keynotes
based on:
Shift Happens!
Managing risk and
avoiding failure in
business projects

This talk is designed for all managers responsible for projects or initiatives.

Faster, Better, Cheaper: Why NASA was wrong … and right
Can you really can get more for less?
Synopsis
In the 1990s, NASA launched a programme of missions under the banner “Faster‐Better‐
Cheaper”. Mike will show how NASA was doomed to fail (why project management
theory says “faster, better, cheaper” is impossible), yet found a way to triumph. More
important, he’ll explain the powerful insight that can allow you to achieve “faster, better,
cheaper” and really get more for less.

“One of the best
seminars I’ve attended in
the last 17 years.
Enjoyable practical and
useful.”
Diane Massey
DSM Legal Solicitors

“Mike was an excellent
presenter.
Really good seminar and
took away loads of
ideas”
Debra Fletcher,
Commercial and Supply
Chain Manager
Astra Zeneca
“Absolutely relevant
content, very well
delivered”
Phil Smith
Aimia Foods

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for general audiences who want a lively and thought‐provoking
keynote address, themed around project management.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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The Seven Rules of Project Management
How to get things done... from the simplest task, to a full‐size project
Synopsis
In this fast paced talk, Mike will overview the whole of project management in just 90
minutes. He will do this through his seven basic rules of project management and will
show you how each one contributes to the success or failure of your project, depending
on the respect you afford them.

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for managers and team members who want a lively, engaging and
easy‐to‐understand‐and‐apply introduction to Project Management. Mike is a project
management expert and his talks are packed with real experience.
Two keynotes
based on:
Brilliant Project
Leadership

Brilliant Project Leadership
What every Project Manager must know about managing people

“Excellent presentation. I
have been in
management for over 30
years but this seminar
gave me an
understanding of modern
terminology and
processes.”
Alan Ellicott
Kodit Database Ltd
“Realistic, essential basic
tools and concepts that
are easy to apply, very
good speaker”
Phillip Ashcroft
Corus Group

Synopsis
Knowing “how” to manage projects will only get you part way. Real results come from
people. Mike will show you how to get the best from the human dimensions in project
management. This talk covers how to handle your project team and your all‐important
stakeholders. It will give you insights into the management and psychological techniques
that get spectacular results from the people in your project.

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for anybody who is managing a project and wants to better
understand how to make it work through people.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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The Secrets of Persuasive Communication
What the most influential people know, do and say
Synopsis
Why do some people you know always seem to get what they want, while you have to
follow along? If you want to get more of what you want, win more arguments and have
people keep the promises they make you, you need to understand the science of
influence. Everyone could do it; some people do do it; why should you miss out?

“Excellent, didn’t think
there could be any new
methods of sales course
delivery that I had not
seen before – he proved
me wrong, engaging &
informative.”
Audience member:
Trend Control Systems

Who this keynote is designed for
Two keynotes
based on:
Brilliant Influence

This talk is designed for a general business audience and is ideal for managerial and
director level audiences, and for entrepreneurs and small business owners.
There is a specific version, adapted to the needs of a sales conference.

Beware! Decision Traps
How to make sound decisions, and how to influence decision‐makers
Synopsis
Are you an influencer or a decision‐maker? Whichever side of the decision you are on,
you need to understand our decision‐making process. This talk shows you how to be
alert for the common traps that decision‐makers frequently fall into and introduces you
to the psychology behind decision‐making.

“Absolutely brilliant!
I took on board
everything & have
already started to apply
new techniques within
the duty team.
Extremely useful &
already felt the
benefits.”
Audience member:
Trend Control Systems

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for a general business audience and is ideal for managerial and
director level audiences, and for entrepreneurs and small business owners.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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Brilliant Time Management
You can’t make more time …
… but you can make better use of your time.
Synopsis
Nobody has too much time on their hands – particularly in our busy‐busy, 24‐hour, non‐
stop world of Twitter, palm‐tops and latte in a cardboard cup! Brilliant Time Management
shows you how to make the most of your most valuable asset by stopping and preventing
the time‐wasting and morale sapping habits that eat away at your time.

This keynote is
based on: Brilliant
Time Management

© Mike Clayton, 2011

“Mike Clayton is very
animated and
explains the concepts in
an easy, concise
understandable way”
Lucy Cornell
MJR Consultancy

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for anyone who wants to get more done in the time they have
available.

www.mikeclayton.co.uk

“The seminar gave good &
practical ideas and tools
that one can use on a
daily basis to manage
time better; to ensure
there are positive,
effective and efficient
results and outcomes”
Patricia Marquez
Fostering Solutions
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It ain’t the Stress that Does the Damage
The four keys to controlling your stress
Synopsis
How do the most effective people manage their stress?
The truth is... they don’t, much!
Find out how they do manage to control their response to stress and thrive as a
result.
Who this keynote is designed for
Two keynotes
based on:
Brilliant
Stress Control

This talk is designed for anyone who wants to control their stress levels and feel better
about getting things done in a pressured environment.

More than just Survival
Thriving in times of Change
Synopsis
Practical advice to help you thrive on organisational change. Understand how change
works, and learn how to challenge your own assumptions and the rumours that can get in
your way, by asking yourself powerful questions that give you a deep insight into the
changes and how they affect you.

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is for anyone facing a changing environment and who wants to do better than
just survive the experience – it is for people who want the skills, attitudes and techniques
to thrive.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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“I felt very chilled out by
the managing stress
session in particular.
(And I have tidied up my
desk!)”
Audience member:
Big Lottery Fund
“The session did make
me think of viewing
things in a more positive
light.”
“… easy to assimilate, yet
provocative and
interesting.”
Audience members:
London Borough of
Lewisham
“The first session gave
me the push that I
needed! It made me
think about the things I
really wanted, and the
fact that they are not
going to happen until I do
something about it!”
Audience member:
Learning & Skills Council
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Seven Ways to Get More from your People
Management Models in Action
Synopsis
Two keynotes
based on:
The Management
Models Pocketbook

There is a wealth of powerful management models that offer practical ways to get
more from the people you manage. Mike will select seven that meet the needs of his
audience.

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for managers at all levels, who want great tools to help them
manage their staff.

Seven Ways to Get More from Yourself
Management Models in Action
Synopsis
There is a wealth of powerful models that offer practical ways to improve your own
performance. Mike will select seven that meet the needs of his audience.

“I thought Mike, the
presenter, was excellent.
He had my attention,
made it very interesting
and I learnt a lot.
He gave a lot to take
away to put into
practice.”
Audience member:
London Borough of
Sutton

“Excellent – very punchy
and clear …
builds rapport and
pitches session at right
level for everyone.”

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for managers at all levels, who want great tools to help them
manage their staff.

© Mike Clayton, 2011
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Handling Resistance
How to overcome rejection of your ideas and objections to your proposals
Synopsis
Two keynotes
based on:
The Handling
Resistance
Pocketbook

How to handle resistance, whether it is resistance to your ideas (suitable for speakers
and presenters), resistance to a sales proposal (suitable for salespeople), or resistance to
change (suitable for managers, directors, and anyone leading change).

Handling Resistance is
a completely new talk,
and will be launched at
the CIPD’s HRD
Conference and
Exhibition in April 2011

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for anyone who needs to handle resistance and wants to improve
their confidence and skills in doing so positively and effectively.
Mike can tailor the workshop to your context; for example: objection handling for sales‐
people, or resistance and challenge to ideas for speakers and presenters.

It won’t work because …
Handling resistance to organisational change
Synopsis
When organisational change comes, resistance follows inevitably behind. Learn the six
reasons why people resist, how to spot them and, most important, how to handle them.

“This workshop is very
well put together &
provides useful
practical tips.”

Who this keynote is designed for
This talk is designed for managers and leaders who need to engage with resistance to
change and want to improve their confidence and skills in handling resistance positively
and effectively.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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Facilitation and Conference Support
Mike has 20 years of experience in designing and facilitating workshops and
conferences that get results.
Why not benefit from Mike’s expertise in facilitating change when you need
to create a change as a result of your conference? And let’s face it, why
would you go to all of the trouble and expense of a organising a conference if
you did not want to create a change in the people attending?
Mike won’t manage your conference for you, but he can help you figure out
what you want to achieve and show you how to structure your event to
achieve it. He can also host or facilitate your event on the day.

© Mike Clayton, 2011
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“The whole event was a
far greater success than I
could have hoped for
and this, in no small part
was down to you”
Peter Sadler, Principal,
Bicton College

“One’s choice of
facilitator can make or
break a day like this, and
we are really pleased
with our choice!
We felt that you really
created a very good
atmosphere for the day,
and one where people
felt relaxed and happy to
contribute.”
Louise Richards,
Chief Executive,
War on Want
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About Mike
Mike Clayton is a speaker and author focusing on project management, the integration
of complex change, and the science of influence and decision‐making.
Mike is skilled at communicating complex ideas to managers and leaders at all levels.
He is an expert in getting things done, making change happen, and thriving as a result.

“I have enjoyed working
with you over the years
‐ you seemed one of the
people who could make
decisions and get things
done.”
Senior Manager,
Deloitte

A track record in Project and Change Management
Mike spent many years as a project manager, integrating complex change in a wide
variety of organisational settings. Between 1990 and 2001, Mike worked with
international management consultancy Deloitte, as a Senior Manager in their
Programme and Project Management team, gaining first hand experience of delivering
large projects, helping clients manage change, and leading teams of between 5 and
100 people.
Mike’s record of successful innovation, and his real passion for creating
peak performance in individuals, teams and organisations ensure
depth, excitement and high quality outcomes to his work. Mike’s
programmes create profound and lasting change.

“From our time working
closely at TfL it was
team working, coaching
and personal
development that you
excelled at and it was
obvious those were the
areas of consultancy
that you really
enjoyed.”
Manager,
Deloitte Consulting

Mike subsequently honed his communication skills as a coach, facilitator
and trainer, running his own training business, Thoughtscape, between
2002 and 2009. Mike remains a Director of Kent Trainers, a leading training
provider in the South east of England, and has been a regular contributor to
Training Journal.
© Mike Clayton, 2011
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As a professional speaker,
Mike has some great clients
“I would like to thank you for giving us a
powerful and thought‐provoking start to
day two of our conference. A three hour
session starting at 8am is a challenge, but
you kept your audience of 70 fully
engaged throughout.
You took the time to understand what we
needed and your content was spot on.
Your keynote was business focused and
avoided jargon and hype.
As a result, it was extremely helpful and
the feedback from an experienced
audience of sales & service people and
project managers was excellent.
It was certainly the highlight of our
conference for many, and a session that
people will continue to refer back to and
talk about.”
Malcolm Gribble, Commercial Director,
Trend Control Systems Limited

© Mike Clayton, 2011
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All of the keynotes in this pack can be customised and adapted.
Contact Mike to discuss your needs.
Mike can create bespoke keynotes and seminars on a wide range of topics linked to project
and risk management and the management of organisational change, management and
leadership, workplace communications, and personal effectiveness.

Contact Mike

© Mike Clayton, 2011

Email:
Telephone:
Mobile:

mike@mikeclayton.co.uk
08456 441 349
07799 642 224

Mike’s website is at:
His principal blog is:

www.mikeclayton.co.uk
Shift Happens! at www.mikeclayton.wordpress.com

www.mikeclayton.co.uk
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